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Deliverable:
Conduct and document an evaluation to determine the most appropriate
collaboration Content Management and Digital Asset Management system for
the project. This may involve separate DAM and CMS systems from different
suppliers.
Description:
The ResearchSpace project aims to take an open source CMS with strong
collaboration tools and a Digital Asset Management system or module, and
integrate research tools into that environment that make use of RDF data. The
exercise should determine the criteria for these systems and conduct a
comparison of appropriate systems to determine the best fit for
ResearchSpace. This should be documented. The ResearchSpace Principal
Investigator and others will provide comments on drafts until a final version is
agreed. The document should include screen shots to illustrate conclusions.
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A Comparison of Digital Asset Management Systems
and Content Management Systems
In this document, we compare and analyse the features that are required for
the ResearchSpace project of 9 Digital Asset Management (DAM) Systems
and 6 Content Management Systems (CMS). Specifically, we compare the
systems based on their support for the top 20 requirements for the Research
Space project, which focus on supporting:









Storing and processing high resolution images.
Annotating research materials, and the ability to collaborate around
those research materials.
Security, user management and modification of permissions across the
system.
The ability to collect assets together to inspect them.
An easy to use interface that is compatible with modern web browsers.
Monitoring of activities in the system, such as changes to subcollections or projects within the system.
Semantic metadata associated with assets, and the ability to modify,
import and export that metadata.
Extensibility of the system, so that it can incorporate additional features
and integrate with other systems.

We have compared the support for these features by evaluating the candidate
systems with the following tasks:
1. Upload a large (60MB) TIFF image and evaluate the support for large
files and high resolution images.
2. Annotation of the uploaded image with Semantic metadata.
3. Export the metadata, ideally in RDF, or another interchange format
such as XMP, XML or CSV.
4. Add a new project or collection (depending on the terminology used by
the software system) that could be used by researchers to hold assets
and annotations for a research project.
5. Add a user to a group, and evaluate the possible permissions for users
and groups so that the above project area can be secured to specific
users.
6. Collaborate using the project space by commenting on images,
creating wiki pages or blog entries (if applicable).
7. Check for support for monitoring activities, such as those performed by
collaboration in the previous test.
8. Investigate support for image scaling and viewing images by thumbnail
in a gallery or using a lightbox. Check support for deep zoom.
9. Evaluate the user friendliness and the intuitiveness of the user
interface, and check the browser compatibility of the software.
10. Evaluate how the software stores files and metadata on the server, and
the advantages and limitations of its methodology.

11. Publish a project publically to the web using the system, and evaluate
the methodology.
12. Use the search interface of the software to search for our uploaded
image, and evaluate the options available for searching.

We accompany the analysis of these tasks with screenshots that show input
forms and different features of the systems. These screenshots illustrate the
aesthetics and workflows of the evaluated systems.

In more detail, we determine that both Nuxeo DAM/DM and Alfresco provide
the best support for the ResearchSpace project requirements. Both of these
systems have different strengths:



Alfresco provides the richest collaboration environment of any of the
evaluated systems, with easy to use wiki, blog and discussion areas for
each sub-project on the site.
Nuxeo DAM/DM allows the richest support for Semantic metadata to
be associated with digital media assets.

In the following sections we detail open source DAMs: Cyn.in, DSpace,
EnterMedia, Fedora Commons, Focus Open, Notre DAM, Nuxeo DAM/DM,
Phraseanet, and ResourceSpace. Then, we describe open source CMSs:
Alfresco, Joomla!, Plone, Drupal, Wordpress and Semantic MediaWiki.

Cynapse Cyn.in
Cynapse provide a module called Cyn.in, which is a DAM that can take
advantage of inherent features already provided within their platform, which
includes the infrastructure such as user management tools.
Cyn.in is written in Python and Zope, it is also integrated with the Plone CMS
framework. It is licensed under the GNU GPL v3 open source license. In order
to summarise Cyn.in‟s features, we present the following table. Then in the
following sections, we discuss in more detail how these features address the
requirements of the ResearchSpace project.

Features Cyn.in
Supports High Resolution It is possible to upload an image of over the size
Images of 60MB. However, due to the size of the image
there is no thumbnail and the versioning system
is turned off. It is possible to download the
original image.
Item Annotation Items in the DAMs can be commented on with
text.
Secure Information Requires a username in order to access the
Environment system. Includes support for roles and groups.
Manual Submission Yes.
Lightbox Lightbox is built in but does not work on highresolution images.
Deep Zoom This is not possible.
Editorial Control There are different roles, which have different
levels of editorial control.
Robust Storage A single file is used to store all the data (data.fs),
and a manual backup of this file is required.
Web based UI Mozilla Firefox 3.x+, Google Chrome 2.x+,
Opera, Safari 4.x+, Internet Explorer 7.x+
Image Scaling No available user controls for scaling images.
There is automatic image scaling for previews
and thumbnail images, however not for highresolution images.
Multi-lingual ingest Supports any language of documents, and can
specify the language of metadata field values.
Searching Searching is live and faceted, and can use the
conjunctives, „and‟ and „or‟ (see Figure 2).
User Friendly Interface The interface provides many menus and links,
and can be overwhelming due to the amount of
available options. There are also warnings,
which appear in English and sometimes in a
foreign language, despite English being the
selected language.

Role and Contextual Users can have different roles and privileges in
Security different collections within the system.
User Management Users can have different roles and privileges in
different collections within the system. Cyn.in
can authenticate users using LDAP.
Suitable Database It uses the Z Object Database (ZODB), which is
a powerful and easy-to-use object persistence
system for Python. Users can add tags to items
in the DAM but cannot add metadata fields.
File Access Uploaded files can be accessed at a persistent
URL that uses the following format:
http://demo.cyn.in/home/filename.jpg
Image Manipulation Cyn.in uses the Python Imaging Library (PIL)
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: “Spaces” are the primary way that content is shared, hosted
and managed. A space can have items submitted to it, is limited to use by
specific users and groups, and has its own self-contained activity stream that
allows anyone with permission to see what has been uploaded, what has
been commented on, and so on. A space has a dashboard that offers
statistics on the types of objects that have been submitted to the space, the
top contributors and top comments. The information given on the dashboard
is customizable. Cyn.in calls the individual information boxes “portlets”, which
can be added and removed from each space‟s dashboard.
Each Space has different “application views” that offer specific ways of
visualizing or interacting with the items that it contains. For example, the
“Image Gallery” application shows images in a grid with lightboxes that are
fully filterable by search terms (see Figure 3); the “blog” application shows all
blog entries dated like a normal blog site; and the wiki application behaves as
a typical wiki (through links to other wiki pages).
Similarly, “collections” can also be created, which are “smart”, meaning that
they are saved searches that hold items from other spaces, based on the
search criteria. For example, a collection called “camphor images” could be
created from items of type “image”, that have a keyword “camphor”.
Files and Documents: There are a number of types of item that can exist in
a “Space” (see Figure 1). These include:
1. Audio, Images, Videos, and Files: These types are all individual files
that can be uploaded into a space, commented on, reviewed and
tagged.
2. Blog and Wiki: These types are collaborative editing spaces that
enable users to write HTML in a WYSIWYG editor (with embedded
images).

3. Discussion: These items are threaded and support forum-style
discussions.
4. Bookmarks: Links to URLs.
5. Events: Calendar entries.
There is not any mention of licensing of documents, or any place to put such
information. The “Description” field could be used, although this information
would then not be structured in any way, and not suitable for export to the
RDF store, for example.
Collaboration Tools: The blog entries, wiki entries and discussion threads
can be used to collaborate. Likewise, any type of item in a space can be
commented on.
Activity Monitoring: Cyn.in provides support for monitoring activity by
enabling spaces to have lists containing “recent items” and “activity stream”.
These lists show items that have been modified, which includes: the creation
of, commented on, and approval for visibility. These lists can be filtered by:
item types, tags, date ranges, contributors, and search phrases. They can
also be re-sorted by four different fields (specifically, modified date / added
date / rating / title).
Public Access to Assets: System administrators can add Contributors to
Spaces, and the contributors will only see items that have been marked as
“shared with contributors”. Therefore this type of access could be used as a
way to publicly offer access to assets within a space. Contributors cannot see
spaces that they are not invited to.

Extensibility
The Cyn.in developer space contains discussions on developing plugins for
the system, although a list of plugins was not found. In these discussions
there are references to using plugins that are available to the CMS Plone
(since Cyn.in is based on Plone) and can be found here:
http://www.cynapse.com/community/home/cyn.in-developers/is-there-anyplusin-for-plone-or-cyn.in-to-create-a-poll

Semantic Support
Cyn.in does not contain Semantic metadata about the files it contains, nor are
there available plugins to do so. Thus, it can neither import nor export RDF
data. It is limited to flat tagging and supports no structured metadata

User Management
Cyn.in has a sophisticated user management system that allows users to be
members of multiple groups, and for people and groups to have different
permissions within “spaces”. Specifically users and groups can be allowed to
“add”, “edit”, “view” and “review” within a space (see Figure 4). Spaces are
hierarchical collaboration areas, and permissions can be inherited from parent
spaces.
Editorial control: Items can have publish and expire dates, which can be
used to embargo items. Items can be submitted for review, at which point they
are unpublished. They can be published, and they can be retracted from
publication back to being private.

Screenshots

Figure 1. A "Space" showing recent items, with tabs to select the item type. Top tags in the
space are shown to the right. Users that have access to the space are also shown.

Figure 2. The advanced search page for a space, which shows the options that are available.
Users can search by keywords, using AND and OR, and by item type.

Figure 3. The "Image Gallery" application view for a space is shown. It presents thumbnails of
images in a list, which can be filtered by keywords, dates, and tags as shown.

Figure 4. Permissions for a Space are shown. Users and Groups can have different aspects of
their access altered, including ability to add, edit, view and review items in the space.

Figure 5. After uploading a 60MB TIFF image, the system shows a warning that versioning is
turned off for the file due to its size. A thumbnail should also be shown here, but has not been
generated due to the large size of the file.

Summary
Cyn.in provides a well-specified user management model, as well as finegrained access to the activity performed in a Space. Despite this, document
upload support is limited, in testing we found that uploading a 60MB TIFF
image caused the system to turn off version control for the item, due to the file
size. Likewise, the system did not create a thumbnail for the image, due to its
size (see Figure 5).
It uses a single file system image (data.fs) to store all files and stores all
metadata in the database. Storing all data in a single image (which it then
mounts when the web server is run) has possible disadvantages, which
include: It limits all data to a single partition, e.g. if a very large number of
images should be stored in the system in multiple file systems, this would not
be possible; and similarly, it also adds a layer of risk to the system in the
event that this file system image becomes corrupted, then all data will be lost

(there is evidence from the Cyn.in support forum that this can happen). For
the aims of this document, we consider the data storage approach to be a
risk. It also lacks structured metadata for items, with only flat tagging as an
option.
Download link: http://www.cynapse.com/downloads/cynin-community-edition
Website: http://www.cynapse.com/solutions/technology-solutions/digital-assetmanagement
Technology: Python, Zope, and Plone CMS
License: GNU GPL v3

DSpace
DSpace is a framework for developing DAM solutions and is developed by HP
and MIT Libraries. It is used predominately by academic and research
organisations and thus it is suited for preservation usage scenarios. DSpace
is organised into Communities, which have Collections containing a set of
documents. For example, the „Preservation‟ community can have a collection
of resources about using „Camphor Oil‟ for preversing wood. The community
is responsible for the items in the associated collections. Each item in a
collection can be annotated with metadata.
DSpace is written in Java. It requires the use of either a PostgreSQL or
Oracle database. PostgreSQL is a free to use and is open source. It also
requires a Java Servlet Container, which can be Apache Tomcat, Jetty or
Caucho Resin. In order to summarise DSpace‟s features, we present the
following table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how
these features address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.
Features DSpace
Supports High Yes (see Figure 7).
Resolution Images
Item Annotation There is a commenting add-on that attaches threaded
forums to any DSpace item.
Secure Information DSpace has a sophistication authentication and
Environment access control system for specifying who can deposit,
edit and view items.
Manual Submission Yes
Lightbox Lightbox is not built in, but others have added it in the
past:
http://mailman.mit.edu/pipermail/dspace-general/2009April/002629.html
Deep Zoom Deep zoom is not built in, but other implementations
have added Zoomify:
http://mailman.mit.edu/pipermail/dspace-general/2009April/002629.html
Editorial Control It supports different roles for users, with different

Robust Storage
Web based UI

Image Scaling
Multi-lingual ingest
Searching
User Friendly
Interface
Role and Contextual
Security
User Management
Suitable Database
Image Metadata
File Access

Image Manipulation
Libraries

levels of editorial control.
Backs up all information using the AIP format.
Web UI is controlled by the "Manakin" XMLUI
component which does not specify browser
compatibility itself - the default "theme" used claims to
be compatible with IE and was tested with Mozilla
FireFox on a Mac.
No support
Supports any language of documents, and can specify
the language of metadata field values.
Advanced searching using any field, and can use the
conjunctives, „and‟, „or‟ and „not‟ (see Figure 6).
On screen menus change according to the task,
lacking consistency. Interface is not intuitive, and
figuring out how to edit items or where actions are
found is not always clear.
Users can have different roles and privileges in
different collections within the system.
Users can have different roles and privileges in
different collections within the system. DSpace can
authenticate using LDAP.
Uses PostgreSQL, and can add individual metadata
fields to each item. Additional fields can be specified
and configured.
No support for embedding metadata into images.
Files can be accessed using a persistent URL in the
form:
http://demo.dspace.org/xmlui/bitstream/
handle/10673/30/Brian%20Cox_phixr.jpg?sequence=4
DSpace uses the java.awt.image.BufferedImage and
javax.imageio.ImageIO
libraries
for
image
manipulation.

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: DSpace is organised hierarchically into Communities, which
are top-level areas. A community contains a set of collections and a collection
contains a set of documents. Both users and groups of users can be added as
administrators for communities and collections. Authorisation can be given to
users by system administrators to submit items to a collection, to edit item
metadata, to remove items, and to add mappings to items in other collections.
Files and Documents: Any file type can be uploaded to DSpace. It has a
registry of file formats where MIME types can be specified, which map to file
extensions. The level of “support” that the repository then pledges can be
specified as either Unknown, Known, or Supported, although this does not
appear to have any technical effect.

Items have structured metadata, which include fields for information on the
licenses that items fall under (see Figure 9).
Collaboration Tools: There is no support for comments or annotations in
DSpace, however an addon to add threaded comments to any item is
available from the DSpace add-ons page: http://www.dspace.org/addons
(although at the time of writing, the link to the commenting addon was not
working, and as such this was not tested).
Activity Monitoring: There is activity monitoring in the form of a truncated log
of the most recent activity (see Figure 16).
Public Access to Assets: DSpace has a user group called “Anonymous”
which can have read access given to it. Thus, public and private access is
managed using the same interfaces and rules as repository users.

Extensibility
DSpace has the ability to use add-ons, which are listed on the main DSpace
web site: http://www.dspace.org/addons, additionally in-progress addons are
listed on the DSpace wiki:
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/Extensions+and+Addons+Work

Semantic Support
DSpace repositories have a list of possible metadata fields that can be used
for any item (see Figure 8). By default Dublin Core metadata fields are
present, however these can be augmented with any field names. Metadata is
managed as schemas (e.g. Dublin Core), where each schema has a short
name and a namespace URI (see Figure 14). Fields within each schema can
then be specified, and annotated with a note. For example if the metadata
schema
“dc”
is
specified
with
namespace
“http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/” it can have fields such as
“dc.contributor” (see Figure 15).
Through the DSpace History System, metadata can be exported on the
command line into N3 and RDF/XML.

User Management
DSpace manages users and groups, which can have permissions over
communities, collections and items. Specifically, users and groups can be
permitted with read access, delete access, ability to edit metadata and to map
items from other collections into a collection (see Figure 12 and Figure 13). A

user who is an administrator of a collection can alter the permissions of users
within the collection.
Editorial control: Users can withdraw items from being visible in the
repository and also be removed.

Screenshots

Figure 6. A figure showing DSpace's advanced search interface, which supports Boolean
operators across different fields.

Figure 7. An example of a large 61MB TIFF image that was uploaded to DSpace, showing that it
can be successfully re-downloaded.

Figure 8. The full record for the item is shown here, giving all of the metadata field values for the
item, which correspond to Dublin Core fields.

Figure 9. The Item submission form for DSpace showing the metadata fields available.

Figure 10. A Community view, showing the recent submissions, as well as the collection that is
part of it.

Figure 11. The example collection, showing recent submissions, and a link for a user to submit a
new item to the collection.

Figure 12. The administrative user management screen.

Figure 13. The administrative group management screen.

Figure 14. The metadata registry, showing the (single) schema that has been loaded, which in
this example is Dublin Core.

Figure 15. The configuration for the Dublin Core metadata schema, showing all of the individual
DC fields.

Figure 16. The Control Panel showing the most recently logged activities.

Summary
DSpace supports files in a generic way, and does not have much built in
support for operations over specific file types such as images and videos. For
example, preview thumbnails are not generated for images or videos.
However, there are add-ons for advanced operations like deep zoom and
thumbnail generation, some of which are open source and some are
proprietary and can be supported commercially.

Download link: http://sourceforge.net/projects/dspace/
Website: http://www.dspace.org

Technology: Java, Oracle or PostgreSQL, Apache Tomcat, Jetty or Caucho
Resin
Licence: BSD

EnterMedia
EnterMedia was formerly known as OpenEdit DAM and uses the OpenEdit
content management framework. EnterMedia supports typical DAM features
including the extraction of embedded metadata, batch uploading of items, and
the transformation of image based assets.
It can store an item‟s information in separate XML files (by default) or it is
possible to store information in a database (such as MySQL) because
EnterMedia provides database connectors. It is written in Java and requires a
Java Web Server. In order to summarise EnterMedia‟s features, we present
the following table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail
how these features address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.

Features EnterMedia
Supports High Resolution Yes (see Figure 17).
Images
Item Annotation Comments can be added about images.
Secure Information
Environment
Manual Submission
Lightbox
Deep Zoom
Editorial Control
Robust Storage
Web based UI
Image Scaling
Multi-lingual ingest

Individual user accounts.

Yes
Not supported
Not supported
Not supported
Each item has its own XML file.
Claims support for Firefox, Chrome and IE.
No support.
Does not deal with file contents including
languages, however any file can be uploaded.
Searching It uses keyword searches, and can constrain
searches to specific catalogues and metadata
fields, such as location, number of views and file
size (see Figure 20).
User Friendly Interface The Web UI is basic, but it is understandable
and easy to use
Role and Contextual Individual user accounts.
Security
User Management Users can have different roles and privileges in
different
collections
within
the
system.
EnterMedia can authenticate using LDAP.

Suitable Database It can use either XML files for each item, or your
own choice of database server.
Image Metadata No support for embedding metadata into images.
File Access A number of URLs are provided to give access
to images in both thumbnail and large format,
such as:
http://demo.entermediasoftware.com/media/
catalogs/photo/downloads/originals/
misc/IMG_0170.JPG/IMG_0170.JPG
Image Manipulation EnterMedia uses the Java image libraries as well
Libraries as additional image manipulation libraries from
openedit.org.

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: An EnterMedia site is comprised of catalogues, which contain
media items (images and videos).
Files and Documents: Images and Videos can be uploaded. Uploads can
come from a user‟s computer, from a URL, or uploaded as a ZIP file which is
automatically unzipped on the server. Additionally, the server can mount a
network drive and import folders. It can also import from YouTube (although
this did not work in our tests).
Assets can have categories and tags assigned to them from fixed
vocabularies (see Figure 18). Structured metadata fields are also assigned to
assets, and the possible fields are fully customisable (see Figure 19).
Licensing and approval status can be specified per asset, enabling editorial
control to be performed.
Collaboration Tools: Assets can be commented on.
Activity Monitoring: Activities of individual users can be viewed, which
display all activities in chronological order. Activities of the whole site can also
be viewed through the administration console (see Figure 21).
Public Access to Assets: Different front-ends can be set up. The examples
include a front end with a shopping basket, and a front end that acts like
YouTube. The front ends can be limited to specific catalogues, using site
templates, and therefore public access can be created in this way. The views
are typically a grid of thumbnails that allow users to select the categories of
interest (see Figure 22).

Extensibility

Plugin capability is planned, but not yet implemented.

Semantic Support
Individual metadata fields can be specified per catalogue, although no export
or import of RDF can be performed.

User Management
Users can be added and modified by administrators, and users can be
members of groups. Users and groups can be given access to catalogues.
Individual actions can be given permission to users and groups through the
administration console (see Figure 23).

Screenshots

Figure 17. The "Add Media" screen of EnterMedia, showing the large 61MB TIFF file uploading.

Figure 18. The Categories/Tags view of an asset.

Figure 19. The Field Setup interface for a collection, showing all fields that an "asset" type can
have.

Figure 20. The Data Search interface allows any field to be searched over.

Figure 21. The Web Events view, showing the most recent activity on the site.

Figure 22. A view of a gallery, showing a grid of thumbnails, and the hierarchical categories that
can be used to filter the catalogue.

Figure 23. The administration permissions management screen, showing the actions, and which
groups or users are permitted to do them.

Summary
The system lacks any kind of semantic support, beyond simple metadata
fields. There is no import or export of these metadata items. Items can have
tags and categories, however, which can be exported to CSV.
There is no collaboration support in the system beyond commenting on items.
There is no plugin or extension support to the system.
Download link: http://entermediasoftware.com/download.html
Website: http://entermediasoftware.com
Technology: Java, XML, MySQL, and a Java Web Server
License: GPL

Fedora Commons
Fedora (Flexible Extensible Digital Object Repository Architecture) Commons
uses a flexible series of object models based around its own FOXML (Fedora
Object XML) schema. This enables Fedora flexibility by not imposing a
particular metadata framework.
It is written in Java and uses the Apache Derby database by default, which is
an open source Java relational database. It can also use MySQL, Oracle,
PostgreSQL, or Microsoft SQL Server. It requires Apache Tomcat to run.
In order to summarise Fedora Commons‟ features, we present the following
table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how these
features address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.

Features Fedora Commons
Supports High Yes
Resolution Images
Item Annotation No annotation or comments functionality. Other
authenticated
users
can
upload
additional
datastreams (i.e. text files / XML) associated with an
item.
Secure Information Fedora Commons authenticates users using HTTP
Environment authentication.
Manual Submission Yes
Lightbox Not supported
Deep Zoom Not supported
Editorial Control Not supported
Robust Storage Fedora Commons uses ELATED which is a general-

purpose web-based client for the Fedora
Repository System. It enables editorial workflows

Web based UI
Image Scaling
Multi-lingual ingest
Searching
User Friendly Interface
Role and Contextual
Security
User Management
Suitable Database
Image Metadata
File Access

over the repository:
http://elated.sourceforge.net/
The default front end is very basic, further support
depends on the front end used:
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DEV/Fedora+Tools
Not supported.
Supports any language of documents.
Keyword search using wildcards across a set of
fields (see Figure 25).
Web UI is basic, but multiple front ends are
available.
The Fedora Enhanced Security Layer (FeSL)
handles user management.
It can use LDAP for user authentication.
It uses a Derby database by default, but can be set
up to use MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, or Microsoft
SQL Server database.
It stores metadata in separate files.
Each datastream (binary file) can be accessed via a
persistent URL in the format:

http://localhost:8080/fedora/objects/
ns%3A1/datastreams/ds1/content
Image Manipulation Fedora Commons does not manipulate images.
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Fedora Commons‟ repositories are comprised of Objects (see
Figure 24 for the basic view of a repository). An Object is an item that has a
number of Data Streams (see Figure 26), where a Data Stream is a file, such
a JPEG image, or a Dublin Core XML file (see Figure 27). Each Object by
default is made up of an uploaded file (this is called “Managed Content”), and
an XML Dublin Core data stream that is automatically created within the
object.
Files and Documents: It enables administrators to upload any file type (see
Figure 28 and Figure 29), and they are stored generically as datastreams.
Collaboration Tools: There are no annotation, collaboration or comment
facilities.
Activity Monitoring: Fedora Commons has a messaging subsystem that
allows an API to receive live events from the repository. For example, the
messaging system will receive callbacks when items are added, modified, and
removed. This needs to be configured manually, and is not a default setting.
Public Access to Assets: The custom Fedora Commons front end, allows
public access to specific items and data streams can be enabled. However,

this would not be a simple process because it would have to be configured
and manually coded.

Extensibility
There is a Fedora Commons community software registry at:
http://www.fedora-commons.org/software

Semantic Support
Fedora maintains a relational index internally, powered by a Mulgara
triplestore. This is exposed as a SPARQL endpoint on the Fedora web front
end and therefore offers the opportunity for rich semantic integration with
other tools.

User Management
Fedora Commons offers standard user and group management. It also offers
a more advanced access control subsystem through its support for XACML
(which is not selected by default), and enables any XACML access control
markup or other systems to be integrated.

Screenshots

Figure 24. The default information view of the repository showing the basic information.

Figure 25. Screenshot of the Fedora Commons search interface, where users can select fields to
display, and phrases to search for. In the above example, the user has left the search field blank,
and all assets are shown.

Figure 26. The Object Profile view, showing the basic metadata for the object, with links to its
version history and the list of data streams (files) for the object.

Figure 27. The list of data streams for an object. Objects in Fedora Commons have a Dublin Core
XML data stream of their metadata created automatically. In addition the uploaded TIFF image is
also a data stream.

Figure 28. The Fedora Web Administrator console, which is only accessible to administrators,
from here new objects can be uploaded.

Figure 29. The object view within the administration console, showing the data streams, with the
option to add more, or to remove them.

Summary
Fedora Commons is highly componentised, there is a wide range of available
components and the features available are dependant on those chosen. For

example, there are different front-end UIs available for Fedora Commons,
some of which have more advanced image features (such as lightboxes and
deep zone), whereas the default UI does not. Overall it appears as if Fedora
Commons has a sophisticated object storage and metadata mechanism than
the other described DAMs, however it would require work to hook it into a
usable front end. There are projects that have been hooked to it, which
include DSpace and Drupal. Although, the maintenance of these integration
projects are not guaranteed, and thus compared to a single system that has
all of the features we require, Fedora Commons may not be the best option.
Download link: http://www.fedora-commons.org/software
Website: http://www.fedora-commons.org
Technology: Java, Apache Derby, and Apache Tomcat
Licence: Apache 2.0

FocusOpen
FocusOpen is a Digital Asset Manager written in ASPX for Windows, using
Microsoft SQL Server, and is released under the AGPL license. FocusOpen
has its focus on allowing users from multiple companies to connect and order
assets via a shopping cart.
In order to summarise FocusOpen‟s features, we present the following table.
Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how these features
address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.

Features
Supports High Resolution
Images
Item Annotation
Secure Information
Environment
Manual Submission
Lightbox
Deep Zoom
Editorial Control
Robust Storage
Web based UI

FocusOpen
We uploaded a 91.2MB image to the repository,
and it was handled without any problems.
There is no commenting on items.
A username and password is required in order to
access the system.
Yes.
Users can add images to a lightbox that sits in
the bottom of the browser. They can then use
this to add the items to their cart (see Figure 33).
Not supported
Items can be published/unpublished, at which
point they are not shown to users.
Each image is stored in the file system, and
metadata is stored in the database.
The UI is basic, and worked without problems
under Safari, Mozilla FireFox and Internet

Image Scaling
Multi-lingual ingest
Searching
User Friendly Interface
Role and Contextual
Security
User Management
Suitable Database
File Access

Explorer.
Automatic thumbnail creation only.
FocusOpen handles the upload of any files, so
multi-lingual ingest should not be a problem.
Searching is performed using keywords, as well
as making selections in any of the metadata
fields (see Figure 31).
The interface is simple to use. Many options are
reserved for administrator only, such as
uploading images and modifying their metadata.
Users are either administrators or not. If they
are, they can modify everything and upload new
assets. Otherwise they can only browse.
Administrators can add users.
Microsoft SQL is the database used (We use
SQL Express in our tests).
Original files can be accessed using persistent
URLs in the form of:

http://localhost/FocusOpen/
AssetFile.2.ashx?original=1
Image Manipulation ImageMagick
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: FocusOpen is organised into Categories,
hierarchical and items can be members of multiple categories.

which

are

Files and Documents: Each item is stored on disk, and all metadata is
stored in the database. Any file type can be uploaded, and thumbnails are
generated for supported types (images, videos and documents). Files can be
searched using keywords, and by selecting values of metadata (see Figure
31).
Collaboration Tools: There are no collaboration tools.
Activity Monitoring: Administrators can view the “Audit Report” which shows
all actions performed on assets, and can be filtered by keyword, user, event
type, and IP address and/or date range. The audit can be downloaded as
CSV as well as shown in the browser.
Public Access to Assets: User accounts are required to view assets.

Extensibility
FocusOpen does not have extensions or plugins.

Semantic Support
There is no way to import or export metadata, although custom metadata
fields can be used in images (see Figure 30 and Figure 32).

User Management
Users can be added by administrators, and are assigned a “company” which
functions as a user group. User accounts can be suspended, and can have
expiry dates assigned to them (see Figure 34).

Screenshots

Figure 30. A screenshot showing the "Manage Metadata" administration control, this allows
users to specify the possible values for metadata fields. In this case the user has added a new
value for the field "Sector".

Figure 31. Screenshot of search results showing all images in the system.

Figure 32. A pop-up window displaying information about an image and includes the metadata
field of the image. This pop-up window should display a thumbnail; no thumbnail was generated
during our evaluation.

Figure 33. Search results and the lightbox, displayed at the bottom of the page. The user has
added both images to the lightbox.

Figure 34. User management screen, showing the "edit user" control.

Figure 35. Administration control screen for "Manage Companies". All users belong to a
company.

Summary
Overall, the system is clean and easy to use. The software is limited in its
collaboration and annotations features, and in its ability to serve assets to the
public. This is because it focuses its features on a shopping cart type system
for users to make orders with. The system is the only one tested that runs
under IIS on Windows.
It lacks significant user management (a user may or may not have
administrator‟s permissions), and does not offer any annotation or
collaboration features. In fact, users that are not administrators cannot add or
modify anything in the repository at all, merely select images in a collection
and order them by adding them to a cart. It also lacks user permissions on
different items. Therefore, we do not recommend the use of this system for
the ResearchSpace project.

Download link: http://www.digitalassetmanager.com/register.php
Website: http://www.digitalassetmanager.com/product.php
Licence: AGPL 3.0 and Commercial
Technology: ASP.NET, SQL Server 2005/2008

Notre DAM
Notre DAM is a digital asset manager and includes its own image processing
subsystem called MediaDART, which performs operations such as image
scaling and thumbnail generation. MediaDART is designed to be clustered, so
that if a large amount of image processing is required, then multiple servers
can be used as image processing nodes.
It is written in Python, built on Django, and released under the GPL v3 license.
In order to summarise Notre DAM‟s features, we present the following table.
Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how these features
address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.

Features
Supports High Resolution
Images
Item Annotation
Secure Information
Environment
Manual Submission
Lightbox
Deep Zoom
Editorial Control
Robust Storage
Web based UI
Image Scaling
Multi-lingual ingest
Searching
User Friendly Interface

Role and Contextual
Security
User Management

Notre DAM
We successfully uploaded a 92.1MB TIFF
image, and it generated a thumbnail.
There is little support for annotation or
commenting on items. Administrative users can
alter the metadata of items.
Notre DAM is built on Django, and uses its
secure user management features.
Yes
Users can collect images into collections in order
to perform operations on them (such as batch
metadata edits).
Not supported
Notre DAM has a planned workflow feature, but
this is not included in the current version.
Images are stored on disk and processed by the
MediaDART image processing system, and
metadata is stored in a database.
The web UI is stable and easy to use; we
evaluated it using Mozilla FireFox and Safari.
Yes, built in using the MediaDART system.
Yes, and supports metadata in multiple
languages.
Users can search by keywords, and also by
collection.
The interface is easy to use, although in some
places it is not obvious that the user should rightclick to access a menu (for example, this is
required when adding keywords and collections
to the hierarchical lists).
Users can be added using the administration
interface. There is no separate group support.
Administrators can manage users using the
separate interface (see Figure 42).

Suitable Database Notre DAM uses SQLite by default but can use
MySQL. These are accessed through the Django
framework.
File Access Original files, previews and large formats of
images can be accessed using persistent URLs
in the format:
http://156.148.18.141/storage/
0e2c374f0b394cf28f1196a7141b4577.jpg
Image Manipulation Performs image manipulation using the
Libraries MediaDART clustered image manipulation
server.

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Notre DAM is organised into workspaces, which have a
number of items that are represented on a thumbnail grid. Each workspace
has a number of hierarchical keyword folders, as well as a number of
hierarchical collection folders. Files can be associated with any number of
keywords and collections.
Files and Documents: Notre DAM can handle any file type, and attempts to
generate thumbnails from any uploaded file, including images, videos and
PDF documents.
Collaboration Tools: There are no specific collaboration tools for
commenting or annotation.
Activity Monitoring: There is no activity monitoring.
Public Access to Assets: A user account must be used to access the site:
public access is not possible.

Extensibility
Notre DAM plans extensions and plugins, but this support is not yet included.

Semantic Support
There is no RDF support for import or export into or out of Notre DAM. XMP
metadata can be exported.

User Management
User management is basic, and supported through Django.

Editorial control: Not supported.

Screenshots

Figure 36. A thumbnail view of an uploaded image.

Figure 37. Full screen view of an image, showing a large size image that was generated on
upload.

Figure 38. A view of a collection, which shows assets that belong to the selected collection.

Figure 39. Editing the metadata, the user can select from a number of built-in license types.

Figure 40. Exiting the XMP metadata, the user can select the Dublin Core date using a date
picker widget.

Figure 41. Summary view of an item, showing the generated images for a PDF that has been
uploaded.

Figure 42. Notre DAM administration interface, showing the User Management pane.

Summary

In summary, Notre DAM provides a clear interface for working with images,
however it does not support any collaborative actions such as annotation, nor
does it support any group-based authentication or permissions on items –
anyone in the system can edit any item. There is no support for semantics,
beyond XML export and import. Therefore, we do not recommend Notre DAM
for the ResearchSpace project.
Download link: http://www.notre-dam.org/download.html
Website: http://www.notre-dam.org/
Technology: Python/Django, SQLite or MySQL (or any other Django
compatible RDBMS)
Licence: GPL3

Nuxeo DAM/DM
Nuxeo DAM is a Digital Asset Management system, and Nuxeo DM is a
Document Management system. Nuxeo DAM has a rich set of features for
working with digital media assets, such as images and videos, while Nuxeo
DM is a more mature product for dealing with the management of any files,
without specific features for dealing with file types (like images and videos).
It is possible to integrate the two systems together, so that the Nuxeo DAM
interface runs on media files that are stored and managed from Nuxeo DM.
Thus, in this evaluation we explicitly name which part of the software is
supplying the listed features.
Nuxeo DAM has only been available since January 2010. The BBC has
adopted it for their mobile portal, which receives 100 million hits per month.
This DAM solution supports embedded metadata extraction, interoperability
with their Nuxeo DM system and LDAP integration.
Nuxeo DAM is written in Java and uses JDBC to interface with databases.
This allows users to use a PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Microsoft, or H2
database. In order to summarise Nuxeo DAM‟s features, we present the
following table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how
these features address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.
Features Nuxeo DAM/DM
Supports High Resolution Yes (see Figure 43 and Figure 44).
Images
Item Annotation Annotations can be added to a whole image or
selected areas of the image (see Figure 46).
Secure Information It has users and groups of users, with access
Environment control per user and group.
Manual Submission Yes

Lightbox
Deep Zoom
Editorial Control
Robust Storage
Web based UI
Image Scaling
Multi-lingual ingest
Searching
User Friendly Interface
Role and Contextual
Security
User Management
Suitable Database
Image Metadata
File Access

Not supported
Deep zoom is built in, and tiling is used.
Not supported
Import/Export in the Nuxeo-shell can used for
backup
Little information about support. Tested in
Mozilla Firefox on a Mac.
Can zoom in and out of images. Shows images
individually in an inspector as well as in a grid.
Does not deal with file contents including
languages, however any file can be uploaded.
It uses keyword and faceted search by type,
folder, topic, geographic coverage and authoring
date.
The Web UI is easy to understand and use.
Users and groups, with access control per user
and group.
Users and groups, with access control per user
and group.
PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Microsoft or H2
Extracts IPTC and EXIF. Not clear if it embeds
into images.
Nuxeo DAM offers file downloads for different
sizes (original, medium and thumbnails) in the
following URL format:

http://dam.nuxeocloud.com/nuxeo/nxpicsfile/
default/47212441-2091-4804-8a3231f764639f45/Original:content/
Image Manipulation Java Advanced Image (javax.media.jai) libraries,
Libraries Apache sanselan and ImageJ

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Nuxeo DAM can be used as a standalone basic asset manager, or in
conjunction with the larger Nuxeo DM system, which offers a richer set of
features above and beyond asset management. Specifically, it enables richer
management of items, semantic relations, collaboration and alerts on
changes. Nuxeo DAM and Nuxeo DM are open source, and available with
commercial support.
Organisation: Nuxeo DAM is organised into folders, each of which contain
items. Administrators can edit the folders using the Nuxeo DM interface (see
Figure 48).
Files and Documents: Nuxeo DAM supports any file type, and can preview
images, videos and audio specifically. For images, annotated areas can be

selected (see Figure 46) and commented on. For videos, a storyboard of
thumbnails is automatically generated (see Figure 45). Videos and audio files
can be played inline.
Searching the DAM is performed through a faceted filtering interface, where
images can be filtered by: folder, category, file type, topic, geographic
coverage and authoring date. This is in addition to keyword filtering (see
Figure 47).
Collaboration Tools: Through Nuxeo DAM Users can comment on items,
and annotate them. Through Nuxeo DM users can create collaborative
workspaces, to collaborate on projects with other users; users can also
engage in discussion forums.
Activity Monitoring: History of items can be viewed, which show all changes
made, by whom, and when.
Public Access to Assets: Items can be exported, which provides their public
URL. Through Nuxeo DM, workspaces can be explicitly exported as web
pages.

Extensibility
Nuxeo has support for plugins, and the Nuxeo Marketplace lists available
plugins:
https://connect.nuxeo.com/nuxeo/site/marketplace
At the time of writing there were plugins that included: batch importing,
semantic entities (integration with the Apache Stanbol semantic entities
project, formally known as FISE), and workflow validation permission plugins
that allow for validation requests to be assigned to users that can validate
changes to permissions of items.

Semantic Support
Nuxeo has a built-in Relational engine that allows predicates to be assigned
to items (see Figure 54 and Figure 55). Vocabularies are managed centrally,
where URIs for predicates can be added, with a human readable label (see
Figure 52). For each item, literal or URI links using these predicates can then
be added and modified. Nuxeo uses Jena internally to model its RDF data.
Through the Nuxeo import and export scripts, the RDF data can be exported.

User Management

Nuxeo DM‟s user management allows users to be created, and membership
of different groups modified (see Figure 50). Access Rights can then be
modified per folder, to read, write and remove assets. Users can also be given
the right to manage the folder (i.e. to modify rights of others users).
Inheritance of permissions is performed by default, but can be blocked.

Screenshots

Figure 43. This is a screenshot of a file uploading.

Figure 44. A screenshot of the summary and thumbnail of a large image.

Figure 45. A preview of a video, showing the thumbnails of the storyboard.

Figure 46. The annotations view of an image, showing three annotations that have been made
over the image, with a hover box showing that the lower annotation is "Ancient Greek".

Figure 47. The summary view for a smaller image.

Figure 48. A screenshot from Nuxeo DM's asset management interface.

Figure 49. Nuxeo DM's file metadata editing interface.

Figure 50. The Nuxeo DM user management interface.

Figure 51. An administrator's Dashboard.

Figure 52. The list of vocabulary entries in Nuxeo DM.

Figure 53. The image-editing interface of Nuxeo DM, showing all of the tabs of actions, including
Alerts, Comments, History.

Figure 54. The relation’s interface in Nuxeo DM allows arbitrary RDF assertions to be made
about images. In this case an "is based on" predicate is linking to an external URI.

Figure 55. The view of the relation created. This will now be included in the RDF export.

Summary
The Nuxeo systems offer a strong DAM solution, with strong activity
monitoring and collaboration through Nuxeo DM. There were no technical
faults during testing. This could be a suitable solution for the ResearchSpace
project.
Download link: http://www.nuxeo.com/en/downloads/download-dam-form
Website: http://www.nuxeo.com
Technology: Java, JDBC, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Microsoft, or H2
database

Licence: LGPL

Phraseanet
Phraseanet is an open source digital asset management system, written in
PHP, and licensed under the GPL v3 license. In order to summarise
Phraseanet‟s features, we present the following table. Then in the following
sections, we discuss in more detail how these features address the
requirements of the ResearchSpace project.
We note that testing revealed that language support for English is lacking, and
that the majority of the interface is in French, which made it difficult for us to
test all features. It also critically limits the usability of the system for
ResearchSpace.
Features Phraseanet
Supports High Resolution By default there is a 2MB limit to files. This can
Images be raised in the php.ini, however in testing we
could not get Phraseanet to allow files more than
8MB to be uploaded (see Figure 58). Phraseanet
is therefore limited in this area.
Item Annotation There is no commenting on items.
Secure Information A username and password is required in order to
Environment access the system.
Manual Submission Yes
Lightbox Not supported
Deep Zoom Not supported
Editorial Control There was no clear way to do this.
Robust Storage Each image is stored in the file system, and
metadata is stored in a database.
Web based UI We tested the UI user Safari and Mozilla FireFox
using a Mac, and the interface had problems in
both. Specifically, we could not access the
upload facility in FireFox, and in both browsers
interface elements overlapped.
Image Scaling No controls for image scaling are present.
Automatic thumbnails should be generated,
although in testing this was not working.
Multi-lingual ingest It is not clear how multi-lingual ingest might work
– the majority of the interface controls are in
French, although our metadata was in English.
Searching Searching is performed using keywords, and
supports Boolean operators such as AND, OR,
EXCEPT.
User Friendly Interface The interface is confusing, and made up of many
buttons and text links, most of which are not in
English.
Role and Contextual Permission can be given to different users under

Security different collections.
User Management Users can be added by administrators, and can
have different permissions over different image
collections.
Suitable Database MySQL is the database used.
File Access Files can be accessed using a persistent URL in
the format:
http://photos.basketfrance.com/document/2/
58039/c5cbdfc40db97ea5d7fb055676258881
c99a9c80cd3f5c50771ce1316c892087/
Image Manipulation GD Library (PHP) and ImageMagick
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Phraseanet is organised into collections. Each collection can
have a number of files, such as Images, Audio and Documents. The
configuration of collections is complicated (see Figure 59).
Files and Documents: Each file can have a number of metadata fields,
which are specified in an XML file. Each file is stored on disk in a file structure
according to the collection it is in, and the day it was uploaded (e.g.
collectioname/documents/2011/01/08/0000/1_document.jpg). Images can be
viewed in grids, and dragged into a sidebar, although it wasn‟t clear what the
sidebar was for (see Figure 56).
Collaboration Tools: There are no collaboration tools.
Activity Monitoring: There is no activity monitoring.
Public Access to Assets: Phraseanet has the options to publish to an Atom
feed, although in our testing this feed was always empty.

Extensibility
Phraseanet does have a Google group for plugin development, although it is
not public, so we were not able to evaluate if many plugins were available.

Semantic Support
No way to import or export metadata was found, although custom metadata
fields can be used in images (see Figure 57).

User Management
Phraseanet has users and groups, although due to language problems
(mentioned above) we were not able to determine how to add users in order
to test this out.

Screenshots

Figure 56. Collection view, showing two different images (the thumbnails were not generated
properly, the air balloon images are defaults). Some of the interface text at the top of the page
overlaps, and is in French.

Figure 57. Editing the metadata of a single image. The default fields can be seen on the left.

Figure 58. The "upload module" of Phraseanet is shown, which has a limit of 8MB (despite the
PHP setting being set to 2GB).

Figure 59. The administration module of Phraseanet shows that database and collection
configuration is confusing to non-French speaking users.

Summary
Overall, Phraseanet promises a lot of features, but failed to deliver in testing.
We followed the installation instructions, which were the most complex of any
of the evaluated software (specifically because they required compiling a PHP
module from source, and required some PHP modules that are not standard).
We could not set the interface to use English, despite setting our language to
English, which meant that we could not determine how to use all of the
functionality.
It can upload a maximum file size of 8MB and in testing we could not preview
any of the uploaded images. It also lacks annotation and collaboration
features. We do not consider Phraseanet a likely candidate for use in the
ResearchSpace project due to these limitations.

Download link: http://www.phraseanet.com/en/download/
Website: http://www.phraseanet.com/en/
Technology: PHP
License: GPL v3

Resource Space

Resource Space is a digital asset manager written in PHP and released under
a BSD style license. In order to summarise Resource Space‟s features, we
present the following table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in more
detail how these features address the requirements of the ResearchSpace
project.

Features Resource Space
Supports High Resolution We uploaded a 92.1MB TIFF image, but it gave
Images a cryptic error upon completion. The image did
successfully upload, although a thumbnail was
not created (see Figure 65).
Item Annotation There is no commenting on items.
Secure Information A username and password is required in order to
Environment access the system.
Manual Submission Yes
Lightbox Not Supported
Deep Zoom No Supported
Editorial Control There was no clear way to do this.
Robust Storage Each image is stored in the file system, and
metadata is stored in a database.
Web based UI There were no problems with the web UI in
either Safari or Mozilla FireFox.
Image Scaling Images are automatically regenerated in
different sizes.
Multi-lingual ingest Any file can be uploaded, regardless of
language.
Searching Searching is performed using keywords, which
search titles, keywords and descriptions. Users
can reorder the results by date.
User Friendly Interface The interface is easy to use.
Role and Contextual Users can either have private collections, or they
Security can make them public.
User Management Administrators add users.
Suitable Database MySQL is the database used.
File Access Files can be accessed using a persistent URL in
the following format:
http://demo.resourcespace.org/pages/
download.php?ref=6833&size=&ext=tif
&k=&alternative=-1&usage=-1&usagecomment=
Image Manipulation ImageMagick if available, otherwise falls back to
Libraries GD.

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas

Organisation: Resource Space (see welcome screen in Figure 60) is
organised into themes, which then have collections (see Figure 63). Users
can create any number of collections, and they can also make their collections
public if they wish to share them with others.
Users can search for items (see Figure 61) by keywords, item type and date,
which return images from any collection.
Files and Documents: Any file type can be uploaded. If audio or video is
uploaded, it can be previewed in the browser. Images are automatically
scaled into a number of sizes, making downloading of specific sizes easier
(see Figure 62). Users can upload files using a Java applet (see Figure 64).
Collaboration Tools: There are no collaboration tools beyond sharing
collections.
Activity Monitoring: There is no activity monitoring.
Public Access to Assets: User accounts are required to access materials,
so there is not generally public access available. There is a plugin to create
public galleries of collections.

Extensibility
There are a number of plugins available, which are listed here:
http://www.resourcespace.org/plugins/pages/search.php?search=!last1000&o
rder_by=popularity&archive=0&k

Semantic Support
There is no importing or exporting of metadata.

User Management
ResourceSpace has very basic user authentication: collections can be private
to a user or shared.

Screenshots

Figure 60. Default Resource Space welcome page, offered users access to Themes and
Collections, as well as the search box.

Figure 61. The result of searching for "hill" in the demo repository, showing three results.
Hovering over the middle image shows a large mostly empty popup.

Figure 62. The details page of an image, showing several image sizes to download, as well the
metadata.

Figure 63. The Themes page, showing all themes and the lists of collections in those themes.

Figure 64. The file upload page.

Figure 65. The result of uploading a high resolution image. No thumbnail was made, and no
other sizes of image were offered.

Summary

Overall, ResourceSpace offers an attractive and simple to use DAM, although
it does not support collaboration or annotation at all. Its user management is
very simple. It could not thumbnail a very large image that we uploaded,
suggesting that it may have scale issues.

Download link: http://www.resourcespace.org/get.php
Website: http://www.resourcespace.org/
Technology: PHP
License: BSD

Alfresco
Alfresco is an open source enterprise content management system. It is not a
dedicated DAM solution, however, there is support through plugins and
configuration options that allow it to support the typical features of a DAM.
There are two versions of Alfresco: a commercial and community edition. In
this document, we evaluate the community edition.
Alfresco is written in Java and can connect to either a MySQL or PostgreSQL
database. It also uses Spring for its architecture, Hibernate for writing to the
database, Lucene for searching, and iPhone apps so that it can be accessed
from iPhones. In order to summarise Alfresco‟s features, we present the
following table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how
these features address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.
Features
Supports High
Resolution
Images
Item Annotation
Secure
Information
Environment
Manual
Submission
Lightbox
Deep Zoom
Editorial Control
Robust Storage
Web based UI
Image Scaling

Alfresco
Yes
Comments can be added to each image.
Users and groups, access control to sites controlled by
user.
Yes
Not supported
Deep zoom is not supported, however there is a zoom
function.
Workflows can be assigned to items to e.g. review/approve
for users.
Manual backup of directory and database required.
Firefox 3.6, IE 6, IE7, IE 8, Safari 4.0.4
It is possible to integrate with ImageMagick for
transformations inline, but this was not available in their

Multi-lingual
ingest
Searching
User Friendly
Interface
Role and
Contextual
Security
User
Management
Suitable
Database
Image
Metadata
File Access

demo.
There is significant multi lingual support:
http://wiki.alfresco.com/wiki/Multilingual_Document_Support
It uses a Lucene based search with customisable support
for field based searches:
http://wiki.alfresco.com/wiki/Search
The UI is easy to use, and highly customisable.
Users and groups, with access control per user and group.
Users and groups, with access control per user and group.
PostgreSQL or MySQL
It can read IPTC and EXIF from images and can write IPTC
to XMP files.
Files can be access via persistent URLs in the form:

http://91993a99.amazonaws.alfresco.com/share/
proxy/alfresco/api/node/content/workspace/
SpacesStore/aa5deb51-5c3f-44c9-821136dfc4b7b47b/greenenergy.jpg
Image ImageMagick
Manipulation
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Alfresco is divided into Sites. Each site has users that are
members, and groups can also be added to sites. A Site has a dashboard,
which can be configured much like an Internet portal, in that it has a number
of boxes (called “dashlets”) that can be put onto the dashboard. These include
a list of recently modified documents, colleagues, calendar entries, wiki
pages, and a grid of images from the site that can be previewed using a
lightbox.
Overall, each site has the following sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dashboard
Wiki: a fully functional wiki (see Figure 70).
Blog: a site blog (see Figure 71).
Document Library: The DAM part of the site, which manages uploaded
assets (see Figure 73).
5. Calendar: Event management for the site (see Figure 67).
6. Links: A collection of bookmarks to external web pages.
7. Discussions: A threaded list of discussion topics (see Figure 68).

8. Data Lists: A fully customisable collection of data tables. Each table
has its own data fields, and additional rows can be added to each (see
Figure 69).
9. Members: Management of the user and groups for the sites.
Any of these sections can be removed (and re-added later) if they are not
required.
Files and Documents: Files can be uploaded into the Document Library
section of the site. Every document has its own rich metadata, which is fully
customisable (see Figure 66), and each document also has its own version
history. Comments can be added to each document. Workflows can be
assigned to documents, for review and moderation and also as an “adhoc
task” which alerts another user, and passes a free text comment across to
them, requesting that a task be performed on the item. A due date on the
completion of the task can be included. Permissions on individual items can
be modified.
Collaboration Tools: Each site has its own wiki, blog and discussion board,
which can be used to make rich notes, make dated updates, and to have
discussions about items, respectively. Blogs are created using a WYSIWYG
editor (see Figure 72).
Activity Monitoring: The “Site activities” dashlet gives a chronological list of
changes to the site, so that discussions and document uploads can all be
monitored from one place. Also, the “Recently modified documents” dashlet
can be used to see just modifications to documents.
Public Access to Assets: Each asset lists its public URL. Also, each asset
can be checked out to Google Docs.

Extensibility
Alfresco plugins can be authored, and the Alfresco wiki lists featured plugins:
http://wiki.alfresco.com/wiki/Featured_Contributions
as well as a Forge site where a large number of plugins are hosted:
http://forge.alfresco.com/.
There is a lot of documentation on how to develop plugins for Alfresco, and a
large base of developers (The Forge site has 258 projects and 3044 users).

Semantic Support
Alfresco manages metadata using “aspects”. An aspect is simply a collection
of metadata fields, and an item in the document library can have a number of

aspects assigned to it, which increases the number of metadata fields the
item has.
Semantic export is not currently supported.
Rules can be added to folders, so that certain actions trigger changes. For
example, setting default metadata on upload, or send e-mail.

User Management
Alfresco has users and groups of users, with different levels of permissions for
each. Users in the administrator group can add new users and edit their
permissions. If a user is an administrator they can add and modify
permissions to sites.

Screenshots

Figure 66. The image view of our large test image, showing a comment that was added. The
metadata is listed next to the preview, and the actions are shown on the right.

Figure 67. The calendar view, which allows users to share events on a calendar, and export an
iCal feed.

Figure 68. Discussion topic showing a threaded discussion.

Figure 69. A Data List, showing locations of buildings, with data that corresponds to the
columns.

Figure 70. The wiki, showing a basic page.

Figure 71. A blog post.

Figure 72. The interface that creates blog posts, using a WYSIWYG HTML editor.

Figure 73. The Document Library, showing a PDF document that has been tagged.

Summary
Alfresco lacks RDF export, but does have a sophisticated metadata system.
The FISE/Stanbol project promises RDF integration, otherwise it would be
possible to implement a plugin that can export the metadata. However,
Alfresco is a strong candidate system.
Download: http://www.alfresco.com/try/
Websites: http://www.alfresco.com/
Embedded Metadata
http://forge.alfresco.com/projects/iptc-exif/
http://forge.alfresco.com/projects/xmp/
Image Processing
http://forge.alfresco.com/projects/thumbnails/
Technology: Java, MySQL or PostgreSQL, Spring, Hibernate, Lucene, and
iPhone apps
License: GNU v2

Joomla!
Joomla! is a CMS and enables the building of Web sites and online
applications. It is written in PHP and released under the GPL v2.0 license. In
order to summarise Joomla!‟s features, we present the following table. Then
in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how these features
address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.
Features Joomla!
Authorship Articles are attributed to the author.
Attribution
Item Annotation No built-in support for comments, however there are a
large number of extensions to enable comments to be
made on articles.
Secure Information Joomla has a sophistication user management system,
Environment which includes a number of default hierarchical groups
that separate different levels of administrators, and
different levels of content creators. Thus, users can
have different levels of ability to author, edit or publish
content on the site as well as manage, administer and
super administer the backend of the site (e.g. to restart
the system, add other users, install new plugins and so
on).
Editorial Control Users in the editor group can modify content, publish
and revoke articles, and modify their position on the

Robust Storage
Web based UI
Multi-lingual ingest

Searching

front page.
Joomla stores article text and metadata in the database,
and stores uploaded files and images to the file system.
The Joomla UI is mature and stable, and claims support
for all major browsers with its default theme.
In order to make multi lingual article input easier, there
are a number of extensions that enable foreign
keyboards
for
the
in-built
article
editor:
http://extensions.joomla.org/extensions/languages/multilingual-content
Joomla has a rich search system that allows for
keyword search, using any word, all words or exact
phrase matching. It can order by date, popularity,
alphabetically and by section. Searches can be limited
by section, for example only showing articles, or news
feeds (see Figure 80).
The interface is simple to use and highly customizable.

User Friendly
Interface
Role and Users can be members of different hierarchical groups,
Contextual Security giving them different abilities over administration and
article editorial roles.
User Management Administrators perform user management (see Figure
81).
Suitable Database Joomla uses the MySQL database.
File Access Uploaded images can be accessed using persistent
URLs of the form:
http://evalutebm.cloudaccess.net/images/stories/
fruit/pears.jpg
Image Manipulation Joomla does not manipulate images.
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Joomla! is organised into Sections and Categories, each of
which can have Articles. Joomla! also has a number of extra components that
offer additional features, for example the File Manager allows users to upload
files, a Media Manager to organise images, videos and audio (see Figure 74).
Files and Documents: Joomla! supports the upload of any file using the file
explorer, and more specifically media files using the media manager. Users
can author content articles, which then appear in their relevant section module
pages, and on the front page if that section is available on the front page (see
Figure 77). The choice of what appears on the front page is fully customisable
(see Figure 79).
Collaboration Tools: There are a number of available extensions that
support comments and annotation about items. There is little built in support.

Activity Monitoring: Recently posted articles can be listed. General activity
does not have an easy way to be accessed.
Public Access to Assets: The site is public, and the content that is pushed
to the front page and the accessible sections can be editorially controlled.

Extensibility
Joomla! has a plugin architecture, and there are a large number of plugins
available online that enable more functionality and integrate Joomla! with
other systems. There is a built in plugin manager that allows plugins to be
activated (see Figure 82).

Semantic Support
It is possible to output RDF: there is at least one project that can provide RDF
output from Joomla! (http://swm.deri.org/jsyndication/).

User Management
User management in Joomla! provides several levels of hierarchy within both
administrative and editorial groups. Users can be authors, editors, and
publishers, and they can also be various levels of administrators, so that they
can add/remove plugins, modify users and so on.

Screenshots

Figure 74. The Media Manager allows users to upload and manage media files on the server.

Figure 75. The Module Manager allows users to enable and disable modules that provide
different functionality.

Figure 76. The Article Manager allows users to manage textual articles on the site.

Figure 77. The Joomla! front page of the default site, using the default theme, showing different
site menus, articles, a poll, list of online users, and advertising. These are fully customisable.

Figure 78. A screenshot showing the administrator's home page.

Figure 79. The Front Page Manager which allows users to decide which modules appear on the
front page, and in what order.

Figure 80. The search results page, showing matches for the search "article". The results are
orderable, and highlight the keywords in a summary.

Figure 81. The administration User Manager screen where users can be added, removed and
modified.

Figure 82. The Plugin Manager allows plugins to be activated and deactivated.

Summary
Overall Joomla! provides a rich set of features for managing content, although
it does not deliver such a rich feature set when it comes to annotating that
content after publication. There are a large number of plugins for Joomla!,
which provide additional functionality.
Joomla!‟s key limitation is that it is focused on the addition of blog-like content,
rather than media. This means that while images and resource could be
added, they cannot be as easily managed as they could in a dedicated DAM.
Also, the support for annotating, commenting and discussing images and
projects is not built in, and a plugin would have to be chosen to enable such a
feature.

Download link: http://www.joomla.org/download.html
Website: http://www.joomla.org/
Technology: PHP and MySQL.

License: GPL v2.0.

Plone
Plone is a CMS written in python and built using the Zope framework, and
released under the GPL v2 license. In order to summarise Plone‟s features,
we present the following table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in
more detail how these features address the requirements of the
ResearchSpace project.

Features Plone
Authorship Attribution Authors are attributed to content they post.
Item Annotation Items can have commenting turned on (it is off by
default), which allows any user to comment on
them.
Secure Information Plone uses username and password security to
Environment access the site.
Editorial Control The site default places items as private, and only
publically publishes items when users specifically
action this.
Robust Storage Plone stores all files in the file system, and
metadata in its database.
Web based UI Plone lists a detailed list of supported browsers at
different levels, which includes most modern
browsers (IE6+, Firefox 1.0+, Opera 9+, Safari 2+,
Chrome 0.2+), detailed here:
http://plone.org/documentation/faq/browsersupport
Multi-lingual ingest Plone has 100% translations for a number of
languages (English, French, German, Spanish,
Japanese, Dutch, Turkish) and less complete
translations for many more languages. Detailed
here:
http://plone.org/news/help-improve-plone-in-yourlanguage
Searching Plone is searchable with keywords, and advanced
search allows Boolean operators AND and OR.
Users can also specify item type, new items since
(date), review status and author. Plone has “live
search” support, which gives instant top 5
matching items while the user types their search
(see Figure 89).
User Friendly Interface The interface is clear and well designed.
Role and Contextual Users can have specific types of permissions over
Security content and administrative tasks
User Management Users can manage other users if they are in the

administrators group.
Suitable Database Plone uses ZODB by default.
File Access Files can be accessed using a persistent URL in
the following format:
http://plone-demo.sixfeetup.com/greenwoodpecker/image
Image Manipulation Python Image Library (PIL)
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Plone is organised into item types that are linked from the front
page (see Figure 84). There are:
1. Collections: Similar to “smart folders”, these are search results that
have been saved as a folder. For example a collection could be
specified with the search keyword “Egypt”, and it would contain all
items that contain that word.
2. Event: Calendar events. They can be exported as iCal and vCal items,
and shown on a calendar (see Figure 87).
3. Files: Files of any type that can be uploaded by users.
4. Folder: Folders, which contain files.
5. Image: A special case of a file, which can be viewed by thumbnail in
grids.
6. Links: Bookmarks to other external sites.
7. News Items: Blog-link text entries that users can submit and edit.
8. Pages: Web pages, more static than blog entries.
The front page of the site can then be configured to display the set or subset
of all the items in the CMS, organised in different areas of the front page. Any
users that are administrations can alter the site (see Figure 88).
Files and Documents: Files can be uploaded into folders or the root of the
file system. Figure 83 shows uploaded image files, which can be viewed as
galleries (see Figure 86).
Collaboration Tools: Any item can be commented on if comments have
been enabled, thus authors can collaborate and annotate items.
Activity Monitoring: Users can use the recent changes box to see what has
changed. Users can modify the “portlet” on their own dashboard, and
configure the number of recent items that the portlet shows to them. There is
also a dedicated „Modified Items‟ page with similar functionality (see Figure
90).
Public Access to Assets: Every item is either published or not, and when
the item is specified as published it becomes public and is viewable to anyone
on the site.

Extensibility
Plone has a large number of plugins that can be configured and installed.

Semantic Support
There are a number of plugins that promise RDF support for Plone:
http://nutriknow.ucdavis.edu/projects/onto4plone/persons-and-their-projectsrelated-to-plone-and-rdf-ontologies/summarry-of-rdf-plone-technologies
However during our evaluation, we did not find any evidence that Plone has in
built semantics.

User Management
Users can be added and removed, and can have specific roles as
Contributors, Editors, Readers, Members, Reviewers and Managers (see
Figure 85). Users can also be members of groups, which may give them
inherited roles. For example, if a user is a member of the “Reviewers” group,
they inherit the Reviewer role.

Screenshots

Figure 83. The add image screen, showing the options available when uploading images.

Figure 84. A screenshot showing the layout of a Plone front page, showing the options available
when a user clicks the "Add New" menu.

Figure 85. The user management screen of the admin area shows the roles available to users.

Figure 86. A screenshot of a folder containing a single image. The thumbnail for the image has
not generated properly.

Figure 87. The page for an event that a user added.

Figure 88. The site setup page, showing the different screens available to administrators to alter
the site.

Figure 89. The "live search" functionality showing matches that pop up instantly while a user
has typed "wo".

Figure 90. The Modified Items page.

Summary
Plone is a strong candidate for the ResearchSpace project‟s requirements. It
lacks semantic support, although we expect that an export to meet the
requirements of the ResearchSpace project should be feasible. Batch
importing is not possible in Plone by default, which might hinder the
bootstrapping of projects, although batch import extensions do exist.

Download link: http://plone.org/products
Website: http://plone.org/
Technology: Python and Zope
License: JPL v2

Drupal
Drupal is a CMS written in PHP, using SQLite, MySQL, MariaDB or
PostgreSQL as its database. Drupal is released under the GPL v2 license. In
order to summarise Drupal‟s features, we present the following table. Then in
the following sections, we discuss in more detail how these features address
the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.

Features Drupal
Authorship Attribution Authors are attributed when they post content
onto Drupal.
Item Annotation All items can be commented upon by anyone.
Secure Information Drupal has a user management system where
Environment users are either administrators or not. If they are,
they can modify the site, otherwise they can only
comment.
Editorial Control Any administrator can modify any item, such as
un-publishing it.
Robust Storage Drupal stores files in the file system and stores
metadata and user data in its database. An
optional module called “Backup and Migrate” can
handle backing up into an archive automatically.
Web based UI Drupal‟s UI was tested under Safari and Mozilla
FireFox without problems. The UI is mature and
claims to work under all modern browsers.
Multi-lingual ingest Drupal has core support for multiple languages,
although some languages are not 100%

Searching

User Friendly Interface

Role and Contextual
Security
User Management
Suitable Database
File Access

translated. Details:
http://localize.drupal.org/
Users can search using keywords, and in the
advanced search they can do full phrase search,
and a negation search “containing none of the
words”, (see Figure 100).
The UI is intuitive and follows standard
conventions for commenting / editing, using a
WYSIWYG HTML editor. The site‟s colours and
theme can be modified using an in-built editor
(see Figure 95).
Users can be Administrators who can edit
content; otherwise users can only edit
comments.
Only
administrators
can
perform
user
management.
Drupal uses SQLite, MySQL, MariaDB or
PostgreSQL.
Uploaded files can be accessed using a
persistent URL in the form:

http://demo.opensourcecms.com/drupal/
sites/default/files/styles/large/public/field/
image/green_woodpecker.jpg
Image Manipulation ImageMagick or GD
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Drupal is organised with content items that are either articles
or static content. Only articles are time stamped, and when viewed are
ordered by time, whereas static pages (see Figure 92) must be specifically
linked to (such as a side menu or top bar of the site).
The site has a front page, which has customisable content (see Figure 91).
Users have their own dashboard, which is a per-user customisable view onto
the site (see Figure 93), which can be made of many “dashboard blocks” (see
Figure 94).
Files and Documents: Files are stored on a file system: images can be
attached to content items. In order to upload an image, a user first creates an
article and adds an image instead of text (see Figure 99).
Collaboration Tools: When an item has comments enabled, any user can
input comments.
Activity Monitoring: There is no built in support for activity monitoring
outside of the RSS feeds. There are modules called “Activity” and “Activity
Log” that offer activity monitoring facilities.

Public Access to Assets: Any item marked as published is publically
available on the site.

Extensibility
There are a significant number of optional modules (see Figure 96) available
on the Drupal site, all of which offer additional features. Currently, there are
7,192 modules available:
http://drupal.org/project/modules

Semantic Support
Drupal 7.0 ships with the RDF module, which embeds metadata into pages
using the RDFa standard. There are also modules, such as “Taxonomy
import/export via XML” which can import and export taxonomies in RDF.
Similarly, there is a module called “SPARQL” that enables users to run
SPARQL queries using the RDF data created by the built in “RDF” module.

User Management
Drupal‟s user management is basic because users can either have the role of
a user or an administrator (see Figure 98). It only supports a user having
permission to modify every file, and does not support permissions on
individual files, or collections of files. Administrative users are given many
options to customise the site (see Figure 97). There are available plugins that
can enable better user management.

Screenshots

Figure 91. The front page of the default installation with a single article added. The
administration bar is present at the top of the page.

Figure 92. A static page has been added called "About" which lacks the blog-like timestamp.

Figure 93. The dashboard of admin users, showing recent content, a search form and "who's
new". These boxes are customisable.

Figure 94. The dashboard blocks that a user can select for their dashboard, depending on what
they are interested in seeing.

Figure 95. The theme customisation is rich, allowing administrators to alter all of the colours
using a colour wheel interface.

Figure 96. From the administration interface, users can activate and deactivate modules to add
more functionality to the site.

Figure 97. The base configuration page for a site, showing the different sections that can be
configured.

Figure 98. The user configuration page for the admin user, showing that the user can be a user
or an administrator, and whether they have been blocked.

Figure 99. An article with a single image and no text has been added to demonstrate the ability
for Drupal's Image module to create a thumbnail size image.

Figure 100. The results of a search for the word "test".

Summary
Overall, Drupal offers a stable and mature platform for content creation, but
lacks some required features, such as user groups and clear separations
between publication areas. The in-built Image module only accepts png, gif,
jpg and jpeg file extensions, so doesn‟t support files such as TIFF and RAW.
It will need additional modules to handle images well, for example to add
galleries. It might be suitable for Drupal to be installed per project
automatically instead, although this might cause maintenance upgrades to be
painful.
Download link: http://drupal.org/download
Website: http://drupal.org/
Technology: PHP, with either SQLite, MySQL, MariaDB or PostgreSQL
database.
License: GPL v2 license.

Wordpress
Wordpress is a CMS and Blog platform, it is generally known as being a
blogging platform, however it has significant features of a CMS.
It is written in PHP, using the MySQL database, and is released under the
GPL v2 license. In order to summarise Wordpress‟s features, we present the
following table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how
these features address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.

Features Wordpress
Authorship Attribution Authors are attributed with their posts. Likewise,
comment authors are also attributed, with icons
taken from Gravatar, an online service that
associates icons with e-mail addresses used on
comments across the web.
Item Annotation All posts can be commented upon.
Secure Information Wordpress enables users to be created, who can
Environment then login to a dashboard, in order to make posts
and administer the site. Users can have 4 different
roles: Contributor, Administrator, Editor or Author.
Editorial Control Editorial control is performed through different user
roles. Contributors can write posts, but not publish
them. Authors can write their own posts and
publish them. Editors can publish and edit any
posts. Administrators can do all of the above, and
change the configuration of the site.

Robust Storage Wordpress uploads files in the file system and
uses the database for metadata and configuration
information.
Web based UI Wordpress has a simple default theme that is
mature. Tested under Safari and Mozilla FireFox
without problems.
Multi-lingual ingest There are a number of multilingual functions in
Wordpress. Posting multiple language versions of
a post at once is supported, as is automated
translation. More information:
http://codex.wordpress.org/Multilingual_WordPress
Searching Wordpress has basic keyword search support (see
Figure 104).
User Friendly Interface The interface is simple and customizable. By
default entries are arranged like a blog, but this
need not be the case, as Wordpress also supports
adding static pages.
Role and Contextual User roles range from Contributors, to Authors, to
Security Editors, to Administrator and to Super
Administrators. With each level, the user account
gains more power, with super administrators
gaining access to lower level features, such as
restarting the web server.
User Management User management is performed through the
administration interface. Any user that is an
administrator or above can edit user accounts.
Suitable Database Wordpress uses MySQL only.
File Access Uploaded files can be accessed using a persistent
URL in the format:
http://bmevaluation.files.wordpress.com/2011/
01/green_woodpecker.jpg
Image Manipulation Wordpress creates thumbnails and resizes images
Libraries using GD (PHP)

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Wordpress is organised into “pages” and “posts”, where a
“page” is a static page, and a “post” is a time stamped blog entry that can be
shown alongside other posts (see Figure 101). Posts can be edited using a
built-in WYSIWYG HTML editor (see Figure 102).
Files and Documents: Media “libraries” can be created, they contain multiple
image, audio or video files of the following audio file types: mp3, m4a, wav,
ogg; and the following other file types: jpg, jpeg, png, gif, pdf, doc, ppt, odt,
pptx, docx, pps, ppsx, xls, xlsx (see Figure 106).
Collaboration Tools: Items can be commented upon, and rated with a 5-star
system for both entries and pages. This rating system allows users to “rate”

the posts, which might be useful in small groups to make quick decisions
about which assets to use for some purpose.
Activity Monitoring: The dashboard provides a quick overview panel that
displays comments marked as spam, unapproved comments, and the number
of posts and comments (see Figure 105).
Public Access to Assets: Published entries and pages are viewable by the
public. Items uploaded to a media library must be attached to a page before
they are viewable.

Extensibility
There are a large number of available Wordpress plugins that add additional
features. There are plugins to integrate with outside services (such as twitter)
but also to add significant functionality: the “buddypress” plugin adds
complete social networking to Wordpress, giving users the ability to connect
with other users, add albums of pictures, make groups and share documents.
Such functionality may be appropriate for ResearchSpace projects.

Semantic Support
The semantic support in Wordpress is poor compared to the other compared
CMSs. Posts do not have structured metadata, and there has been a limited
attempt to integrate structured metadata. A plugin called “RDF Tools”
integrated the ARC2 semantic query library, however it has not been updated
since 2008 thus is unlikely to support the current version of Wordpress.

User Management
Wordpress has basic user management (see Figure 103), which specifies that
a user either can or cannot post content. There is no in-built capability for
users to be members of groups, and for those groups to have permissions
over a subset of content, or over a collection. However, additional user
management features can be added via plugins. One example is the
“BuddyPress” plugin, which adds social networking features such as user
created groups and user-to-user “friend” connections, which will enable
ResearchSpace to have groups for research projects.

Screenshots

Figure 101. Single article in a default Wordpress install, showing the example article text and a
comment.

Figure 102. The "Edit Post" screen of the administration control panel, showing the HTML editor
and category selector.

Figure 103. User management screen of the control panel, showing the user's role.

Figure 104. Search results for the term "edit", showing the results.

Figure 105. Dashboard view showing the "Right now" panel, which shows the totals for content
and discussion.

Figure 106. The Media Library section showing a single library with an uploaded image.

Summary
Overall, Wordpress presents a robust and mature code base with an active
developer community producing and maintaining plugins. A major limitation
for the ResearchSpace project is the lack of structured metadata in
Wordpress, although plugins like “Custom Fields” may be extended to provide
export facilities to suit the needs of the project. In order for Wordpress to meet
the goals of ResearchSpace, several plugins will need to be used, however
these plugins (such as BuddySpace) are well used (it has been downloaded
433,790 times), and in fact BuddySpace itself has plugins, of which there are
275. A core concern is the lack of structured metadata for Wordpress; the
“custom fields” plugin could solve the problem, coupled with a small plugin of
our own to export the RDF.
Download link: http://wordpress.org/download
Website: http://wordpress.org
Technology: PHP and MySQL
License: GPL v2

Semantic MediaWiki
Semantic MediaWiki is an extended version of the MediaWiki wiki framework.
It enables users to create wiki pages and add metadata, which is then
published as RDF. Each wiki page has metadata added to it and that
metadata contains the URL of the wiki page as its subject. MediaWiki is used
by the free encyclopaedia Wikipedia.
Semantic MediaWiki is developed in PHP, using either a MySQL or
PostgreSQL database. Semantic MediaWiki is released under the GPL v2
license. In order to summarise Semantic MediaWiki‟s features, we present the
following table. Then in the following sections, we discuss in more detail how
these features address the requirements of the ResearchSpace project.
Features Semantic MediaWiki
Supports High Resolution Yes
Images
Item Annotation Items can be annotated with wikitext, with
categories and with semantic information. All
pages and items have a discussion page where
users can talk about the item.
Secure Information User authentication.
Environment
Manual Submission Yes.
Lightbox Thumbnail galleries can be created manually, or
based on search results (for example to create a
gallery of the members of a category).

Deep Zoom Not supported.
Editorial Control Wiki pages can be locked and only the users
with editor status can edit them. Any user can
edit unlocked pages.
Robust Storage Manual backup is required, and each page has a
revision history.
Web based UI Wikipedia uses the UI, and thus it has been
tested by many users over a long period of time.
Some minor browser support issues are listed on
the MediaWiki page:
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Browser_issues_with_MediaWiki

Image Scaling Images are scaled as required. For example,
users can specify that a page or gallery has a
120 pixel wide thumbnail of an image. When this
is saved, the thumbnail of that image is
automatically created.
Multi-lingual ingest Not built in, but there is a MediaWiki extension
for multiple languages per page:
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Multilanguage

Searching Advanced searching specifying the namespace
of search results (see Figure 115). Uses
MySQL‟s search, so supports Boolean operators
such as “+” for AND, and “-“ for NOT.
User Friendly Interface Wiki editing is relatively intuitive, although adding
classes, templates, and properties can be time
consuming.
Role and Contextual Users and groups can be created, which have
Security different permissions.
User Management Users can be added by anyone that has the
correct permission.
Suitable Database It can use PostgreSQL or MySQL.
Image Metadata Extracts EXIF metadata from images.
File Access Files can be accessed using persistent URLs in
the format:
http://scratchpad.referata.com/w/images/
Snow_forest.jpg
Image Manipulation ImageMagick or GD.
Libraries

Document Storage and Collaboration Areas
Organisation: Semantic MediaWiki is organised into pages, where each
page has its own URL. Pages are authored using wikitext (see Figure 112),
which is a special form of markup language used to write wiki pages. Instead
of manually inputting information into a wiki page, a wiki page can be created
by uploading a file. In Figure 1, we uploaded an image file on a wiki page.

Wikitext contains special tags that can add semantic markup to wiki pages;
this markup can be exported as RDF. RDF Classes can be created using a
template, where a template is a set of fields and possible values (see Figure
110 and Figure 111). Before a class can be assigned a template, it must have
the correct properties (see Figure 108 and Figure 109). The properties and
classes are represented as predicates and values in the exported RDF.
Pages can be categorised using wikitext, where categories are hierarchical.
The category of a page is automatically added as a link. A categorised page
automatically contains links to each page in its category. Categories can be
viewed as a tree using the MediaWiki “CategoryTree” extension.
Files and Documents: Images can be uploaded to Semantic MediaWiki,
which are limited to the types: png, gif, jpg, jpeg, pdf, doc, xls, ppt, svg, mxl,
zip, rar, tar, gz, 7z, mp3, m4a, odp.
MediaWiki has a built in “gallery” function which allows galleries to be created
by manually listing the images to include. Dynamic galleries can also be
created by using the “gallery format” of the “Semantic Results Format”
extension, which creates galleries from the results of searches. For example,
a gallery can be generated with a specific category, where all images from
that category are located in the gallery.
Collaboration Tools: Users can edit the discussion pages to collaborate on
items on the wiki by adding annotations and semantic features.
Activity Monitoring: Activity monitoring can be performed using the Recent
Changes page (see Figure 116). Users can also “watch” any wiki page for
changes.
Public Access to Assets: By default Semantic MediaWiki is a publically
accessible website. It can be fully protected with standard Apache
authentication. It is not possible to block public access on a page-by-page
basis.

Extensibility
There are a large number of extensions that can be applied to Semantic
MediaWiki, which itself is an extension to MediaWiki. These are listed at:
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Category:Extensions_by_category
Many of these extensions can provide additional features that can benefit the
ResearchSpace project, such as media players, calendar functions, threaded
discussions, comments on pages, chatrooms, and task management.

Semantic Support

Semantic MediaWiki has rich support for adding semantics to pages. There is
a metadata box on each page, and users can edit the metadata about that
page (see Figure 113). The RDF of the entire site or individual pages can then
be exported (see Figure 114).

User Management
Users can be members of groups, and both groups and separate users have
their own set of permissions, which include the ability to: create, edit and
delete pages, create accounts, and upload documents.
Editorial control: The site is a wiki, and thus anyone can edit any of the
pages. However, wiki pages can be locked and only the users with editor
permissions can edit them.

Screenshots

Figure 107. A wiki page that displays a large preview of an image and its metadata (Level of
Snow: Light, and Nearest City: Southampton).

Figure 108. The page to create a property, each property has a type (String/Integer, etc.) and
optionally a list of possible values.

Figure 109. A page showing a property and its allowed values.

Figure 110. A form that generates a template. A number of properties can be added to the
template.

Figure 111. The created template, which gives sample wikitext of how to use the template.

Figure 112. The source code for a wiki page that contains an image.

Figure 113. The bottom part of the page (which shows our image) displays the semantic
metadata editor. It enables users to edit the metadata without having to edit the template
wikitext. The RDF feed for the page is also linked here.

Figure 114. The exported RDF for the page, which shows the metadata from the page as well as
other information from the wiki subsystem.

Figure 115. The advanced search interface, showing results for the phrase "test".

Figure 116. The recent change page, where users can monitor activity across the site.

Summary
Semantic MediaWiki enables users to build a rich set of metadata on items
using the same methods as a wiki. This enables users to collaboratively edit
pages and discuss items. Galleries of image thumbnails can be created both
manually and based on different criteria, which enables users to collect digital
media assets into a project space. However, there is no way to segregate a
project off from the main wiki, because everything is visible to everyone, and
therefore does not support one of Research Space‟s main requirements.

Download link:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/semediawiki/files/http://sourceforge.net/projects
/dspace/
Website: http://semanticweb.org/wiki/Semantic_MediaWiki
Technology: PHP. MySQL or PostgreSQL.
Licence: GPL v2

Conclusion
In this document we have compared DAMs and CMSs, according to how well
they meet the requirements of the ResearchSpace project, and in terms of
their ease of use and extensibility.
Each of the evaluated DAMs and CMSs has been developed for specific
purposes and therefore they do not all contain the same features. When
evaluated for the support of the ResearchSpace project‟s requirements most
of the candidate systems were limited in their support for semantics, social
collaboration or role-based authentication. Specifically, semantic metadata
was poorly supported by Cyn.in, EnterMedia, Notre DAM, Plone and
Wordpress; social collaboration was poorly supported by DSpace,
FocusOpen, Fedora Commons, Notre DAM, Phraseanet, ResourceSpace,
Joomla! and Semantic MediaWiki; and role-based authentication was poorly
supported by FocusOpen, Notre DAM and Drupal.
The two strongest candidates for ResearchSpace are Alfresco and Nuxeo
DAM/DM. The key difference between these two systems is the support for
semantic metadata and collaborative tools. In contrast to Alfresco, Nuxeo
DAM/DM provides rich customisable semantic vocabularies. Alfresco‟s
collaborative tools, wikis, discussions and blogs are more refined and user
friendly than Nuxeo‟s workflow based collaborative tools.

